
 

2017+ Honda Civic Type R Head Light Overlay: 

For Best Results 

Tool: Heat gun or blow dryer, padded glove or felt tip squeegee, water spray bottle, box cutter 

2 Steps for Passenger Side Overlay 

1. Lift up hood, cClean headlight and make sure there is no debris on it. Wipe it down or keep 

water on. 

2. If you wiped down the headlight then apply water by using your spray bottle and mist over the 

headlight, make sure headlight is covered in the water mist. 

3. Peel the overlay and align the left side to the top of the headlight and next to the (turn signal 

protruding part of the headlight).

 
4. It is made a bit bigger to allow wrapping around the headlight edges .  

5. Check to make sure the overlay aligns at the bottom where the 2nd protruding part is. 

6. If you do not get it aligned properly first time, do not worry because the water underneath the 

overlay will help you peel off easily without wrinkles. 

7. Once you get the overlay aligned use your felt tip squeegee and begin combing/swiping the 

overlay to push the water out and sticking the overlay onto the headlight. 

8. Use heat gun/blow dryer to stretch the vinyl at places if needed and to help get rid of bubbles 

STEPS for Protruding Part Turn Signal (Professional Installation Recommended) 

1. No need for water on this portion of the headlight 

2. Make sure the protruding part is in the middle of the vinyl overlay once laid on 



 

3. Once laid on shown in the picture above. Work on the middle flat portions first.

 
4. Use Heat Gun to stretch the vinyl to wrap around hard crevices. Do Not apply too much heat, 

just enough to make it more malleable. Use your felt tip squeegee and swipe the bubbles out 

and to apply the vinyl on correctly. 

5. Once the first two protruding parts are done, begin to wrap the overlay around the entire turn 

signal protruding part.  



 

6. Heat up the vinyl to make it more malleable to stretch around the entire turn signal, use your 

felt tip squeegee to ensure stick. Work on the top portion of the turn signal closest to the hood. 

7. Once top portion is done Pull and use your felt tip squeegee to wrap around the bottom part of 

the overlay ( the bottom side closest to the DRL) 

8. Once the overlay is complete cut around the edge to trim the excess vinyl off.  Apply ENOUGH 

pressure to avoid cutting onto the headlight or onto the overlay tint.  

9. Use heat gun to go over the overlay and felt tip squeegee any imperfections 


